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Property Rights, Justice and the Welfare State 

by Percy B. Lehning

I. Introduction
It can be argued that the debate between socialist and liberal conceptions of 
justice largely turns on the existence and the extent of property rights and on 
the related question of how much government intervention in these rights 
should be allowed.1

The classical liberal idea of individual autonomy was partly based on the 
ownership of private property. One of the reasons that a philosophy, 
dedicated to the support of freedom, has paid close attention to the nature 
and significance of property rights is the fact that such rights play a central 
role in the determination of economic freedoms and in the resolution of con
flict between these freedoms.

The industrial revolution and the associated sanctification of the market 
can be associated with this link between private property and individual 
freedom. However, the unconstrained individualism, with its unrestricted 
system of private property rights became increasingly challenged when more 
attention was paid to the effects the rising industrial society had brought with 
its development: large numbers of people without any property at all, without 
hope of acquiring any and with only their labour power to sell.2

Norman Fumiss and Timothy Tilton have formulated in ’The Case for the 
Welfare State’ that:

’The central phenomenon in advanced western nations is public intervention in 
economic markets and property relations; the central issue is the form and 
goal of this intervention’.3

And indeed, today, with a more or less mature welfare state in which the goal 
of social organization is seen as the promotion of welfare for all people, the

* Revised version of a paper presented to the Workshop on Political Theory of 
Property Rights of the European Consortium for Political Research. Université des 
Sciences Sociales de Grenoble, 6-12 April 1978.
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political debate can be described as turning - again - round the question how 
much, if at al, government intervention in a free economy and in property 
rights should be allowed.

This debate has aroused a renewed interest by political philosophers in the 
concept of property’ itself and in the relation between conceptions of justice 
and conceptions of property rights.

This has resulted in different normative answers to tire question mentioned 
above: ’ought private property rights to be unrestricted or should the govern
ment of the welfare state be allowed to interfere in them and in a free 
economy?’

We can, for the sake of argument, distinguish two extreme positions in the 
answers given. On the one hand, it is argued that always, in any situation, 
interference by the government in property rights and in the market - pre
sumed to bring about a fair distribution - is unjustifiable and should not be 
allowed. On the contrary, priority should be given - by a minimal state - to 
the protection of private property rights. This is the proprietarian account of 
justice, in which natural rights are the last court of appeal in political assess
ment.4 On the other hand, there are those answers that formulate that inter
vention in market relations and property rights is necessary to bring about a 
just society, even to the point where the market should be abandoned.

In this article I intend to investigate some recent justifications of property 
rights and the correlated question of distributive justice, in relation to the 
welfare state.

My suggestion is that it is possible to place these theories on a continuum. 
To describe the different positions these theories have on this continuum I 
discuss questions to their bearing on one crucial issue: how much government 
intervention in private property rights is allowed, or how many constraints 
should be placed on these rights? State intervention is seen here only in terms 
of intervention in property rights and regulation of the economy.

The left end of the continuum represents full government control, while 
the right end means a completely free economy. At this right side there is no 
intrusion whatsoever on property rights.

The continuum should be interpreted to represent a position of extreme 
libertarianism on the right to centrally planned socialism on the left.6

Libertarianism holds that economic assets should be left in whatever hands 
they reach through voluntary individual transactions. It exalts the claim of 
individual freedom of action and asks why state power should be permitted 
as, for instance, in the interfercene represented by progressive taxation and 
public provision of health care, education and a minimal standard of living. 
The libertarian wants to keep his rightfully acquired property. For property, 
when created or gained through voluntary association, is the reward for a

person’s self-generated action or a free gift from others. At the same time it 
is held that a free market can provide every service that a person might 
require and that competition would ensure that the quality of these services 
would be the highest possible.®

All positions at the left-hand side of this view can be interpreted as being 
a critique of this extreme position. Next to the extreme libertarian position we 
find the limited statist who argues that a state is necessary to provide protec
tion of lives and property. This state, however, should be a strictly limited 
one and should not, for instance, be allowed to levy any taxation other than 
the dues for maintaining the protection of lives and contracts. When we move 
on to the left along our continuum, we reach a position in which it is argued 
that strong safeguards of individual liberty are too great a hindrance to the 
achievement of a just society. As we go on, more and more attention is paid 
to the realities of economic power based on private property and a free 
market system. Government intervention in property relations and the market 
is defended with the argument that only in that way a society will be reached 
in which not only individual liberty is guaranteed but in which also the 
possibility of selffulfilment for each individual is realized.

Five contemporary political philosophers will be placed along the above 
sketched continuum. By placing them in this way it is possible to analyse their 
different views with regard to government intervention in property relations. 
The different justifications of property rights they give - which explain their 
different positions along the continuum, i.e. their different political stand
points - are closely interwoven with their different conceptions of justice.

The philosophers I have selected are (placed along the continuum from 
right to left): Murray N. Rothbard, Robert Nozick, James M. Buchanan, 
John Rawls and C. B. Macpherson. They represent typical examples of the 
different positions that can be taken along the continuum.

Right from the start it should be pointed out that it is not my intention to 
treat each theory in full. I only intend to look at those arguments that are 
given by each for, or against, the central question posed in this article. The 
idea of a continuum suggests that each author can be read as an explicit or 
implicit critic of the position(s) on both sides of himself. Furthermore, the 
idea of a continuum implies a notion of transitivity and intensity. So, for 
instance, when Nozick criticizes Rawls, one must assume that he also will 
reject Macpherson. One must also assume that he will reject Macpherson 
more vigorously than Rawls.7 On the other side, we may suppose that when 
Macpherson is critical of Rawls, he will be even more on all those views at 
Rawls’ right-hand side. There is no one to be found on the right-hand side of 
Rothbard; he simply takes the most extreme position. On the left-hand side 
this cannot be said of Macpherson. In this article, however, I will not go into
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the different socialist views one can find on his left; in my treatment there
fore, Macpherson stands in the most extreme position.

A final preliminary remark should be made. None of the authors has 
placed himself on a continuum like the one I suggest. Others, however, have 
placed themselves between the extremes one can find on this continuum. For 
example Lawrence Becker places himself somewhere between libertarianism 
and socialism. His formulation of the two ’extremes’ gives a good summary 
of the positions at each end of the continuum used in this article.

’Thoroughgoing libertarians are willing to tolerate nearly any resultant distri
bution of goods in order to preserve the liberties of a social order based on 
private ownership. Socialists are willing to restrict or eliminate almost any 
form of private ownership in order to achieve justice in distribution’.

Becker remarks that

’It has become increasingly evident over the last centruy that advocates of a 
compromise between libertarian and socialist extremes lack a principled con
sensus about what they will or will not tolerate’.8

His object is to make a contribution toward such a consensus. My object is 
to give some recent examples of different positions on and between the two 
extremes and make clear where consensus is missing and what reasons there 
are for the lack of it.

II. Murray N. Rothbard
Murray Rothbard is a libertarian anarchist.9 This kind of anarchism is a 
peculiarly American breed; it is a form of anarchism (labeled ’private pro
perty-anarchism’ or ’anarcho-capitalism’) which insists on private ownership 
of the means of production and market exchanges. It extends the defense 
of laissez-faire to the supply and competitive organization of the policing 
function. In Rothbard’s idealized conception of the world there should be no 
stake-like entity.10 His libertarianism is an extreme individualism; society as 
such does not exist, it is simply a label for a set of interacting individuals.

II. 1. In ’Power and Market’ Rothbard remarks that ’critics of the freemarket 
economy [say] that they are interested in preserving ’’human rights” rather 
than property rights’.n But in Rothbard’s view this is an artificial dichotomy 
and

’has often been refuted by libertarians, who have pointed out that (a) property 
rights of course accrue to humans and to humans alone, and (b) that the

’’human right” to life requires the right to keep what one has produced to 
sustain and advance life. In short, they have shown that property rights are 
indissolubly also human rights’.12

Rothbard stresses the point that in his view not only are property rights 
human rights, but there are no rights but property rights.

’The only human rights, in short, are property rights’.

In ’Justice and Property Rights’ Rothbard argues that the correct theory of 
justice in property rights is to be based on two fundamental principles.13 
These can be called the libertarian axioms: (a) the right of self-ownership, 
and (b) the homestead principle:
(a) the absolute property right of each individual in his own person, his own 

body;
(b) the absolute right in material property of the person who first finds an 

unused material resource and then in some way occupies or transforms 
that resource by the use of his own energy.14

The homestead principle refers, according to Rothbard, to John Locke’s ideas 
on ’mixing one’s labour’ with an unowned object.

In the first place each individual, as a natural fact, is the owner of himself, 
the ruler of his own person, first in his own body and second in previously 
unused natural resources which he transforms with his labour. The central 
axiom of the libertarian creed is non-aggression against anyone’s person and 
property. The ’human’ rights of the person that are defended in the purely 
free market society are, in fact, each man’s property right in his own being, 
and from this property right stems his right to the material goods that he has 
produced.

The two mentioned basic axioms form the entire system of justification for 
property rights. He remarks that the concentration on ’vague and woolly 
’’human” rights has not only obscured this fact but has led to the belief that 
there are, of necessity, all sorts of conflicts between individual rights and 
alleged ’’public policy” or the ’’public good” ’.15 There is no possibility of 
placing any limit upon property rights: these are absolute rights. From this 
right to private property follows the justification for the free market economy. 
Closely related with this conception of property rights is Rothbard’s defence 
of liberty: freedom to contract what one owns without molestation by others.

’Freedom is a condition in which a person’s ownership rights in his own body 
and his legitimate material property are not invaded, are not aggressed against. 
... Freedom and unrestricted property right go hand in hand’.16

Justice is concerned with but one thing: to give everyone his due. And in the
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libertarian conception of justice this means that a man is due what he has 
made for himself of what he has acquired from others by purchase or gift. 
In determining questions of ownership, justice has been done when it has 
been determined who made the object in question and to whom it is trans
ferred to.17

H.2. How does one, in this theory acquire any income? ’A man does not 
acquire the right to ’’income”, but to the property which he himself creates’. 
A man has the right to his own product, to the product of his energy, which 
immediately becomes his property. In this conception one’s income is, there
fore, completely determined by the monetary valuation which the market 
places on someone’s goods or services. This means that in a free market 
society everyone obtains money income only insofar as fie can sell his goods 
or services for money. The essential question is: who owns the product?

Rothbard stresses the point that no such thing as the marginal productivity 
theory is necessary to this ethical discussion. The criterion to be used in 
determining who has made the product, and who should therefore earn the 
money, is really very simple:

’A spends his labor energy working in a factory; this contribution of labor 
energy to further production is bought and paid by factory owner, B. A owns 
labor energy, which is hired by B. ... B hires various factors to work on his 
capital, and the capital is finally transformed into another product and sold 
to C. The product belongs to B, and B exchanges it for money. The money 
that B obtains, over and above the amount that he had to pay for other factors 
of production, represents B’s contribution to the product’.18

We see that individuals do not create income. They create a product which 
they hope can be exchanged for income because it is useful to consumers. It 
is the market that ’solves the problem of estimating worth, and better than 
any coercive agency or economist could’. Rothbard adds that ’true free 
market doctrine is that no person may coerce others into giving him aid. It 
makes all the difference in the world whether the aid is given voluntarily or 
is stolen by force’.19 The prime reason for the free market is not, in this 
analysis, a utilitarian one, but a moral one: it is rooted in the natural rights 
defence of private property.

II.3. It will be clear that in this theory a search for criteria of ’just’ taxation 
is absurd as long as the justice of taxation itself has not been proved. It can 
come as no surprise when we read:

’Libertarians regard the State as the supreme, the eternal, the best organized, 
aggressor against the persons and property of the mass of the public. All 
States, everywhere ...’.

The ’libertarian’, Rothbard continues, ’sees a crucial distinction between 
government, whether central, state, or local, and all other institutions in 
society’.

’Only the government obtains its income by coercion and violence ... This 
coerced levy is taxation ... Only the government, in society, is empowered to 
aggress against the property rights of its subjects, whether to extract revenue, 
to impose its moral code, or to kill those whom it disagrees’.20

And at another place Rothbard remarks:

’In a sense, the entire system of taxation is a form of involuntary servitude. 
Take, in particular, the income tax.... Part of the essence of slavery, after all, 
is forced work for someone at little or no pay. But the income tax means that 
we sweat and earn income, only to see the government extract a large chunk 
of it by coercion for its own purposes. What is this but forced labor at no 
pay?’21

II.4. From the foregoing it will be clear that the welfare state, with its inter
vention in property relations and the free economy, and its system of taxes 
and transfers, cannot hope to get any support from Rothbard. Even where 
one of the main purposes of the welfare state is to help the poor by guarantee
ing them a minimal basis for subsistence, Rothbard rejects the welfare state 
outright.

’What, then, can the government do to help the poor? The only correct answer 
is also the libertarian answer: Get out of the way. Let the government get out 
of the way of the productive energies of all groups in the population, rich, 
middle class, and poor alike, and the result will be an enormous increase in 
the welfare and the standard of living of everyone, and most particularly of 
the poor who are the ones supposedly helped by the miscalled ’’welfare 
state” ’.22

The ultimate libertarian programme may be summed up in one phrase: the 
abolition of the public sector, the conversion of all operations and services 
performed by the government into activities performed voluntarily by the 
private-enterprise economy.

The allocation of initial property rights goes to those who find and trans
form natural resources by their labour.28

In Rothbard’s theory any argument that would assert the necessity of the 
state for the protection of property rights (the main difference with Nozick, 
as we will see) is absent.

But how are disputes - in particular disputes about alleged violations of 
persons and property - to be resolved? Rothbard remarks that ’any society, be 
it statist or anarchist, has to have some way of resolving disputes that will 
gain a majority consensus in society’.24
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According to him this is to be done by arbitrators, who are selected in the 
following way:

’the arbitrators with the best reputation for efficiency and probity would be 
chosen by the various parties on the market. As in other processes of the 
market, the arbitrators with the best record in settling disputes will come to 
gain an increasing amount of business, and those with poor records will no 
longer enjoy clients and will have to shift to another line of endeavor’.25

One may wonder, however, whether - if the arbitrators are to be empowered 
to enforce decisions against guilty parties - this would not bring back the 
state in another form and thereby negate anarchism. According to Rothbard, 
this is not the case. He ’explicitly defined anarchism in such a way as not to 
rule out the use of defensive force - force in defense of person and property - 
by privately supported agencies’ and he adds, that it ’should be noted, how
ever, that in the anarchist society there will be no ’’district attorney” to press 
charges on behalf of ’’society” *.28

Rothbard attempts to show that only a stateless society can maximize social 
welfare. Justice is only that which comes out of the unobstructed market 
process.

III. Robert Nozick
Nozick starts his ’Anarchy, State, and Utopia’ with a strong formulation of 
individual rights: ’individuals have rights, and there are things no person or 
group may do to them (without violating their rights)’.27

His first explicit objective is to demonstrate that a minimal state will 
qualify as morally legitimate, a demonstration that is specifically aimed at 
undermining the opposing claims of libertarian anarchists. In this, his im
plicit adversary is Rothbard. Nozick stresses that he treats ’seriously the 
anarchist claim that in the course of maintaining its monopoly on the use of 
force and protecting everyone within a territory, the state must violate in
dividuals’ rights and hence is intrinsically immoral’. (N, XI).

He argues, however, that through a series of ordinary market-like ex
changes a dominant protective firm or association will emerge, which 
develops into a minimal state that does not infringe on individuals’ rights.28

His second objective is to argue against those who think there should be a 
more than minimal state. Such a state would be allowed to undertake re
distributional policies and infringe on individual rights. Here his adversary 
is explicitly John Rawls with his views on distributive justice.

in.1. Those familiar with Nozick’s argumentation against a more extensive

state will have been struck, I think, by the similarity between his arguments 
and Rothbard’s, the one essential difference being Nozick’s acceptance and 
defense of a minimal state.29 For the rest Nozick could very well agree with 
Rothbard.30 Perhaps we should call Nozick’s view one of ’revised liber
tarianism’.

Defenders of private property have traditionally linked the rights of owner
ship with individual liberty. In Nozick’s theory, as in Rothbard’s, we find 
again this proposed connection between private property and personal 
liberty.31 This is especially clear in Nozick’s defense of property rights against 
incursions of the welfare state and schemes of distributive justice which 
motivate welfare programmes.

Nozick takes the right to liberty as virtually absolute and he provides an 
analysis of how individual liberty supports the principle of limited govern
ment. It is the mechanism of the free market that, in his opinion, supports 
individual freedom.

As for his theory of justice Nozick makes a distinction between historical 
principles of justice and non-historical principles (which he calls end-state 
principles). With respect to distribution, a defender of the historical approach 
argues that in assessing the justice of a situation, it is not enough to see how 
the goods are distributed. We must also look at how the goods were produced 
and how the specific distribution came about. Attempts to achieve a patterned 
distribution, however, result in an infringement on one’s right to liberty. 
Therefore, as an alternative, Nozick develops a non-patterned theory that he 
calls the theory of entitlements, that is, a theory of justice in holdings. This 
entitlement theory should provide us with a justification of a certain initial 
distribution. In Nozick’s view a distribution is just if everyone gets what he 
is entitled to. To determine what people are entitled to, we must analyse the 
original acquisition of holdings, the transfer of holdings, and the rectification 
of holdings. (Note, once again, the similarity in arguments between Nozick 
and Rothbard.) Nozick’s theory of acquisition is, as he himself explains, 
based on Locke’s theory of property rights. It will be clear that the account 
of acquisition is essential to this theory. In describing how a just acquisition 
is achieved, Nozick emphasizes liberty at the expense of all other values.

The starting point in Nozick’s theory is the unargued premise that in
dividuals have certain inviolable rights which may not intentionally be trans
gressed by other individuals or the state for any purpose. The state may not 
use its coercive apparatus for the purpose of getting some citizens to aid 
others. But as Thomas Nagel has remarked:

’to present a serious challenge to other views, a discussion of libertarians 
would have to explore the foundations of individual rights and the reasons for
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and against different conceptions of the relation between those rights and other 
values the state may be in a position to promote’.32

Nozick’s case hinges on the justification he can provide for such rights. What, 
then, are his arguments? His answer is: ’This book does not present a precise 
theory of the moral basis of individual rights’. (N, XIV). Nozick simply 
assumes a set of rights and then examines the political structure which would 
follow from the constraints set by these rights. The omission of a justification 
for private property rights can only be explained by the assumption that 
Nozick believes that such rights are required by adherence to the value of 
personal liberty and autonomy.

III. 2. One of Nozick’s main purposes is to argue against redistributional 
policies which infringe on the property rights of individuals and in a certain 
way restrict a free economy. His search for an answer to the question ’who 
has the right to the product in a complex industrial process in a capitalist 
economy?’ relies on an argument against redistribution policies undertaken 
by the state.33 It is in particular an argument against Rawls’ theory of justice 
and the distributive activities which that theory would imply. Nozick’s central 
question in this regard is the following one:

’Why does social cooperation create the problem of distributive justice? Would 
there be no problem of justice and no need for a theory of justice, if there 
was no social cooperation at all, if each person got his share solely by his own 
efforts?’ (N, 185).

The following argument gives the answer to this problem:

’In the social noncooperation situation, it might be said, each individual 
deserves what he gets unaided by his own efforts; or rather, no one else can 
make a claim of justice against this holding. It is pellucidly clear in this 
situation who is entitled to what, so no theory of justice is needed. On this 
view social cooperation introduces a muddying of the waters that makes is 
unclear or indeterminate who is entitled to what’. (N, 185-6).

Nozick cannot find any argument why social co-operation so changes matters 
that suddenly the entitlement principles -which applied to the non-co-opera- 
tive cases - should become inapplicable or inappropriate to the co-operative 
situation. If the argument would be that the contributions of different in
dividuals were so entangled that one could not disentangle each separate 
contribution, then there would indeed be a problem if there was some 
coherent notion of an identifiable marginal product. In that case one could 
ask if the marginal productivity theory would be an appropriate theory of
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fair or just shares. But in Nozick’s theory this sort of reasoning is completely 
irrelevant. The entitlement theory finds acceptable whatever distribution may 
result from the party’s voluntary exchanges.34

The legitimacy of the distribution is only to be evalued according to how 
it came about; the only relevant questions is whether property to which 
owners were entitled was freely transferred or exchanged without violating 
any rights. Nozick stresses that this is unlikely to result in any fixed pattern. 
He suggests as an embodiment of his just historical principles the operation 
of free market exchange, without state control or any forced redistribution. It 
is the free market economy that is the sole distributor of advantages.

The principles of free acquisition and transfer take precedence over all 
other claims on material property because in Nozick’s theory a higher value 
is placed on freedom than on values like equality, fraternity, welfare and 
even life. Only free exchange recognizes a maximum of freedom of action for 
individuals.35

111.3. When Nozick argues against redistributive activities by the state, his 
arguments are again very similar to those of Rothbard.

Persons, in Nozick’s theory, are entitled to what they earn; they are entitled 
to those rewards of their socially productive efforts which others are willing 
to pay. To appropriate the results or earnings of someone’s labour amounts to 
making him work a certain amount of time against his will for the benefit of 
others.

It is for this reason that Nozick can say: ’Taxation of earnings from labor 
is on a par with forced labor’. (N, 169).

Nozick’s problem with distributional activities lies in the fact that, when 
end-result principles of distributive justice are built into the legal structure of 
society, ’they (as do most patterned principles) give each citizen an enforce
able claim to some portion of the total social product; that is, to some portion 
of the sum total of the individually and jointly made products’. (N, 177). 
What happens is that

’end-state and most patterned principles of distributive justice institute (partial) 
ownership by others of people and their actions and labor. These principles 
involve a shift from the classical liberals’ notion of self-ownership to a notion 
of (partial) property rights in other people’. (N, 172).

111.4. Nozick proceeds from the moral inviolability of persons to a set of 
individual rights. His theory of entitlements, the central element of his theory 
of justice, develops out of these individual rights and not from a ’just social 
practice’. In the light of this theory Nozick can then ask what connection 
there can be between social co-operation and distributive justice.
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The elaboration of this supposed connection (which, as we shall see, plays 
a central role in Rawls’ theory) leads Nozick to reason that if such a connec
tion is suggested, then it must be because individual contributions to the joint 
social product are so entangled with another that they cannot be distinguish
ed. However, this is not at all the point at issue in theories that suggest that 
there is, indeed, a relation between social co-operation and distributive 
justice. It is the social nature of human beings, a point neglected in Nozick’s 
theory, that causes difficulties.36 This point is very clearly made by Buchanan 
in his reaction to Nozick, as we shall see.

IV. James M. Buchanan
In ’The Limits of Liberty’ Buchanan describes how a form of contractarian 
agreement might emerge which would define, guarantee, and enforce a dis
tribution of rights and claims prior to the exchanges in these rights and claims 
by a market process.37 He does not agree with Nozick that the state should 
have only a protective function; he also distinguishes a productive role. On 
the other hand, he cannot go all the way with Rawls in describing specific 
precepts of justice which should give direction to the productive role of the 
state. In his theory Buchanan does not identify a set of principles intended 
to define the ’good society’.

IV. 1. In Buchanan’s conception rights are not ’given by nature’ as in the 
theories of Rothbard and Nozick. He wants to demonstrate ’that, even among 
men who are unequal, a structure of legal rights can be predicted to 
emerge’.38 His aim is to give a conceptual explanation of how social order 
might have emerged contractually from the rational maximization of utility. 
Social order embodies a definition of the assignment of individual right's and 
the establishment of a political structure charged with enforcing rules of 
personal behaviour with respect to these assigned rights. For the purpose of 
this explanation he introduces the idea of a natural equilibrium in a Hob- 
besian state of nature as an analytical starting point for social order. In this 
initial conceptual setting individual differences account for varying degrees 
of success in the continuous struggle for survival. In this situation there are 
no laws ’and there is no need for a definition of individuals’ rights, either 
property rights or human rights. There is no society as such’.39 The absence 
of authority presents the individual with a choice of using his labour to pro
duce goods or to take by force those goods produced by others.

There emerges a natural distribution which can be seen as a conceptual 
equilibrium. Buchanan’s idea is that this natural equilibrium serves as the 
starting point in which individual persons are identified and from which

contractual agreement becomes possible. This social contracting is concerned 
to reach unanimous agreement on an assignment of individual rights. The 
distribution of rights laid down in this contract is directly linked to the 
relative command over goods and the relative freedom of behaviour enjoyed 
by each individual in the Hobbesian state of nature.

The considerable differences that exist between persons in the pre-contract 
setting mean that ’postcontract inequality in property and in human rights 
must be predicted’.

The logical foundation of property rights lies in the need for boundaries 
between ’mine’ and ’thine’. Being unequal in a variety of aspects, some people 
will acquire more ’property’ than others. Some may get a lot, some hardly 
anything at all, but in this analysis there is no place to criticize the resulting 
distribution from a moral point of view.

Buchanan tells us that ’there is really no categorical distinction to be made 
between that set of rights normally referred to as ’’human” and those referred 
to as ’’property” ’.40

In this analysis it is impossible to derive any set of ’universal’ or ’inalien
able’ rights independently from the analysis of the emergence of property 
rights in the natural distribution.

Buchanan makes a distinction between two stages of social contracting: 
the constitutional stage and the post-constitutional stage. This makes it pos
sible to distinguish the state in two separate roles.

At the constitutional stage, the state emerges as the enforcing agency or 
institution, conceptually external to the contracting parties and charged with 
the single responsibility of enforcing agreed-on rights and claims. This is the 
legal or protective state; it is not to be seen as a decision-making body but 
only as a referee and has no legislative funotion. That function is fulfilled by 
the productive state, the agency through which individuals provide them
selves with ’public goods’.

The productive state is not allowed to cross the boundaries of the protective 
state and to intrude or change property rights. The only possibility in this 
analysis to change these rights is by a new constitutional contract in which 
unanimous agreement has been reached. The protective state is similar, 
according to Buchanan himself, to the minimal state as conceived by Nozick. 
But:

’My contractarian model does not, however, allow the state to be closed off 
at these limits. If contractual agreements emerge for the provision of jointly- 
consumed public goods, there may be a role for a productive as well as for a 
protective state’.41

IV.2. This outline of Buchanan’s theory seems at first sight to be in accord
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with straightforward ’laissez-faire’ theory. An orthodox libertarian would 
apparently find no difficulty in associating himself with such a position. But 
that would be a hasty conclusion. In a critique of Nozick it becomes clear 
where the differences between Nozick and Buchanan lie.42

Nozick appears, according to Buchanan, to succeed in tying together a 
libertarian position with an entitlement theory of distributive justice.

This-tie-in, should it be accomplished, would discredit, and substantially 
destroy, the moral appeal of the basic libertarian position’. (B, 50).

Buchanan concludes, however, that ’Nozick’s whole attempt must... be 
judged a failure’. (B, 61).

The end-state results, whatever they might be, that emerge from the 
ordinary market process are acceptable in Nozick’s view because the process 
itself is unobjectionable and the initial situation is as well acceptable. He is 
committed to the free operation of a market society, to voluntary trans
actions. And his underlying presumption seems to be - in Buchanan’s inter
pretation - that something akin to a competitive market order will emerge 
naturally or spontaneously under the operation of the minimally protective 
state.

Buchanan accepts Nozick’s committment to the free operation of a market 
system. However, he cannot accept Nozick’s underlying presumption.

’Somewhat indirectly... Nozick’s entitlement conception becomes a vehicle 
for receiving the argument that attributes ethically desirable properties to the 
distributive outcomes of a competive market order’. (B, 59).

However, despite the dreams of some of the more enthusiastic ’laissez-faire’ 
theorists, and despite the acknowledged historical role of the state in restrict
ing competition, there seems to be no ground for the belief ’that the ’’natural” 
forces at work in an economy will insure a workably competitive order, in
dependently of specific institutional arrangements designed to promote this 
end’. (B, 59).

Hence Buchanan sees a bigger task for the protective state then only the 
enforcement of property rights. He insists that the role of the protective state 
should also be to guarantee a workable competitive order.

Freely associating individuals, within the confines of the minimally protective 
state, may exchange restrictive as well as productive agreements’. (B, 59).

Therefore, contrary to Nozick’s construction, Buchanan allows for laws and 
institutions that are deliberately designed to promote competitive and deter

noncompetitive contractual agreements among parties. But there is a second 
objection to Nozick’s theory. Assuming that the problem above mentioned 
is non existent, that indeed a workable competitive economy will tend to 
emerge and be maintained under the legal framework of Nozick’s minimal 
protective state, ’the range of end-state distributive results that might fall 
within this domain is wide, indeed’. (B, 60). Therefore, according to Bucha
nan:

’The alternative route that might have been taken is to acknowledge that the 
minimal state alone will not insure the workability of a competitive economic 
order and that even should it do so, there might be limits beyond which the 
distributive results would prove unacceptable*. (B, 60).

And he adds:

’This route would, however, introduce explicit discussion of the design of the 
laws and institutions along with their possible contractual derivation from the 
constitutional stage of agreement among persons... Nozick simply does not 
allow for a process through which laws, rules, and institutions are explicitly 
chosen by members of the group. And by implication he does not allow for a 
method through which existing laws, rules, and institutions may be evaluated 
with a view toward possible reform or improvement’. (B, 61).

IV.3. How does Buchanan react to the claim, as put by Nozick (and Roth- 
bard), that ’taxation is on a par with forced labor’?

’I find myself being required, by force of law, to give up a large share of my 
annual income, almost all of which is labor income or salary, to the support 
of the state, which I feel powerless to control. My vote will not effect the 
governmental decisions that are relevant for my position’.
’Much of the government’s activity is clearly illegitimate by my own standards 
of evaluation. But I cannot, with Nozick, go all the way and classify all 
government beyond protection of life and property as illegitimate’. (B, 62).

Buchanan recognizes that one cannot subsist without the co-operation of 
one’s fellows and that he does not possess an effective option of withdrawing 
completely from the economic nexus. But has he then become a slave of the 
state? As long as he retains the possibility of reducing his income tax liability 
by his own choice through a total or partial withdrawal from the economic 
nexus he has not. ’The critical step toward becoming a slave would be that 
which denies me this option, which either imposes a tax on my potential 
earning power or requires that I do forced labor for the collectivity’. (B, 62). 

IV.4. Buchanan’s general idea about redistribution activities can be sum-
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marized as follows. Political constraints must be recognized to exist when 
the problem of implementing constitutionally approved rules in income- 
wealth redistribution is discussed. In any real-world setting, of course, the 
discussion of institutional rules affecting income-wealth redistribution must 
take place in recognition of existing legal definitions of property rights, of 
existing political decision-making mechanisms, and of predicted patterns of 
income distribution as well as predicted positions of persons within these 
predicted distributions.43

We have seen that Buchanan gives a contractarian analysis of the emer
gence of property rights, in contrast to both Rothbard and Nozick. He argues 
that Nozick (and we may implicitly also add Rothbard) goes much too far 
in the absolute defense of individual liberty. On the other side, as we shall 
see, the essential difference between Buchanan and Rawls lies in the fact that 
Buchanan does not want to give any specified precepts of justice.

How close, then, is Buchanan’s standpoint to that of Rawls?

’A strong defense of the liberties of individuals, which can only be secured in 
an operating market economy, may be joined with an equally strong advocacy 
for the reform of basic social institutions designed to produce greater equality 
among individuals in their initial endowments and capacities’.44

And Buchanan adds: ’This is how I interpret John Rawls’ position’. But im
mediately follows the remark that in his opinion Ralws ’does not seem to 
recognize the necessary relationship between an operative market economy 
and the dispersion of property ownership’. To determine whether this is, 
indeed, the case, we must now turn to the theory of John Rawls himself.

V. John Rawls
At first glance one might think that Rawls has nothing to say on property or 
property rights in ’A Theory of Justice’.45 In contrast to, for instance, Nozick, 
Rawls is virtually silent on the status or extent of property rights. It would, 
however, be a mistake to conclude from the absence of any reference to 
property in the index of ’A Theory of Justice’ that his theory has no bearing 
on property rights.46

First we should note that in Rawls’ theory of justice we do not start with a 
set of rights, but that rights themselves are subject to debate in a - hypothe
tical - contract situation. This is an important contrast with Rothbard and 
Nozick, in whose theories individuals’ rights are somehow ’given by nature’. 
In Buchanan’s case there is, as we have seen, also a contract concerned with 
rights. The essential difference, however, lies in the fact, that in Rawls’ case,

once the social contract has been reached, ethical principles are chosen once 
and for all. In Buchanan’s theory the social contract can be renegotiated at 
a later point in time.4T

V.l. Central to the Rawlsian conception of justice is the notion that every
one should be able to fulfil his plan of life and to take account of the fully 
social nature of human relationship. The attributes necessary for each in
dividual to achieve his plan of life are primary goods (rights and liberties, 
powers and opportunities, income and wealth, and self-respect) which are 
distributed through the bads structure of society. By the ’basic structure of 
society’ is meant the way in which the major social institutions assign funda
mental rights and duties and determine the division of advantages from social 
co-operation. It is the basic structure that is the primary object of Rawls’ 
undertaking.

’The political constitution, the legally recognized forms of property, and the 
organization of the economy’

are major institutions and belong to the basic structure.48

’Taken together as one scheme, the major institutions define men’s rights and 
duties and influence their life prospects, what they can expect to be and how 
well they can hope to do’.49

The basic structure is the primary subject of justice because its effects are 
so profound and are present from the start.

The role of the basic structure is to secure just background conditions 
against which the actions of individuals and associations take place. Unless 
this structure is appropriately regulated and corrected, the social process will 
cease to be just, however free and fair particular transactions may look when 
standing by themselves. This means, for instance, that the distribution from 
voluntary market transactions is not, in general, fair unless the antecedent 
distribution of income and wealth as well as the structure of the system of 
markets is fair. The existing wealth must have been properly acquired. This 
must not be interpreted, as many critics of Rawls have assumed, to imply 
that there should be a situation of absolute equality in the basic structure.

’The basic structure most likely contains significant social and economic in
equalities. These I assume to be necessary, or else highly advantageous, in 
maintaining effective social cooperation; presumably there are various reasons 
for this, among which the need for incentives is but one’.50

When the basic structure takes form the distribution that results will be just
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(or at least not unjust) whatever it may be. This means that the two principles 
of justice make considerable use of the notion of pure procedural justice. 
These two principles, that have been derived in the social contract situation, 
are:

First principle: Each person is to have an equal right to the most extensive
basic liberty compatible with a similar liberty for others.

Second principle: Social and economic inequalities are to be arranged so 
that they are both: (a) to the greatest benefit of the least 
advantaged, consistent with the just savings principle, and 
(b) attached to positions and offices open to all under 
conditions of fair equality of opportunity.

The principles are to be arranged in serial order with the first principle prior 
to the second. Rawls’ idea is that these two principles of justice achieve the 
aim of treating men as ends in themselves and not as means.

These principles apply to the basic structure and its system for acquiring 
entitlements. Given the notion of pure procedural justice, whatever distribu
tive shares result, within appropriate limits, are to be called just. Rawls’ idea 
is that ’each receives that total income (earnings plus transfers) to which he 
is entitled under the public system of rules upon which his legitimate expecta
tions are founded’.51

This account of distributive shares is an elaboration by Rawls of the 
familiar idea that income and wages will be just once a (workably) com
petitive price system is properly organized and contained in a just basic 
structure.

V.2. The traditional idea of a natural right to property in the fruits of one’s 
labour is basic to the theories of Rothbard and Nozick in particular. What 
has Rawls to say about this traditional idea? Some common sense precepts of 
justice do appear to him, at first sight, as quite general. As an example he 
mentions the precept to each according to his contribution’ which covers 
many cases of distribution in a perfectly competitive economy. By accepting 
the marginal productivity theory of distribution, each factor of production 
receives an income according to how much it adds to output (assuming pri
vate property in the means of production). In this sense, Rawls argues, ’a 
worker is paid the full value of the results of his labour, no more and no less. 
Offhand this may strike us as fair’.52

But Rawls is quick to add that such a common sense precept is at the wrong 
level of generality to count as a principle of justice. ’The marginal product of 
labor depends upon supply and demand. What individual contributes by

his work varies with the demand of firms for his skills’.53 This, then, leads to 
the conclusion that following the precept of contribution will only lead to a 
just outcome, when the underlying market forces, and the availability of 
opportunities which they reflect, are appropriately regulated. This, of course, 
is in Rawls’ opinion only guaranteed if the basic structure as a whole is just.

The conception of a suitably regulated competitive economy with the ap
propriate background institutions is an ideal scheme which shows how the 
two principles of justice might be realized. It is Rawls’ conviction that a 
private-property economy and a socialist regime can satisfy his conception of 
justice. This is due to the fact that market institutions, according to Rawls, 
may be common to both private-property and socialist regimes. His idea is 
that it cannot be determined in advance which of these systems and the many 
intermediate forms most fully answer the requirements of justice. The ideal 
scheme makes considerable use of the market arrangements. Essential is 
Rawls’ original assumption that the regime is a property-owning demo
cracy.54

In contrast again to Nozick, Rawls’ start with society conceived as an 
arrangement for cooperation between rational individuals. Social coopera
tion makes possible a better life for all than any would have if each were to 
live solely by his own efforts. The conflict over how these greater benefits 
should be distributed is regulated by the two principles of justice. The social 
aspect of human relationship is reflected in the context of the principles 
themselves. In a recent elaboration on these points, Rawls makes quite clear 
how this aspect of social cooperation is to be seen.

’The difference principle (which governs economic and social inequalities) does 
not distinguish between what is acquired by individuals as members of society 
and what would have been acquired by them had they not been members’.55

This can be read, in my opinion, as a direct critique of Nozick’s interpreta
tion of Rawls.56 Rawls continues:

’Indeed, no sense can be made of the notion of that part of an individual’s 
social benefits that exceed what would have been their situation in another 
society or in a state of nature’.

According to Rawls there is no question ’of determining anyone’s contribu
tion to society, or how much better off each is than they would have been 
had they not belonged to society and then adjusting the social benefits of 
citizens to these estimates’.

But how about entitlements? The two principles of justice regulate how 
these are acquired, not by some ’natural right’, but ’in return for contribu-
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tions to associations, or to other forms of cooperation, within the basic 
structure’.57

The essential point Rawls wants to stress is that, insofar as the worth of 
citizens is compared at all, ’their worth in a well-ordered society is always 
equal; and this equality is reflected in the system of basic equal liberties and 
fair opportunities, and in the operations of the difference principle’.58

V.3. From the foregoing it will be clear that Rawls does not argue that ’taxa
tion is theft’. This is, as we have seen, due to the fact that Rawls sees society 
as an arrangement for social cooperation. It is the difference principle that is 
to regulate income and property taxation and which holds for fiscal and 
economic policy. Now, again, with regard to the working of the difference 
principle and its consequences, there has been substantial misunderstanding, 
as Rawls himself notes. Therefore he stresses the fact that

’there are no unannounced and unpredictable interferences with citizens’ ex
pectations and acquisitions. Entitlements are earned and honored as the public 
system of rules declares. Taxes and restrictions are all in principle foresee
able, and holdings are acquired on the known condition that certain correc
tions will be made’.59

V.4. One of the objections Nozick has made against Rawls’ theory is, that the 
aim of government interference in property rights is to guarantee that the 
outcome will be a specified pattern: equality. This same objection is made 
by other authors who have rejected Rawls’ theory outright because they have 
interpreted it as having a strongly egalitarian connotation.60

But this interpretation is also due to a misunderstanding of Rawls’ two 
principles of justice. It is not true that these principles ’insist that the actual 
disribution reflect any observable pattern, say equality, nor any measure 
computed from the distribution, such as a certain Gini coefficient’.61 And 
Rawls goes on to explain that what ’is enjoined is that (permissable) inequal
ities make a certain functional contribution over time to the expectations of 
the least favored’. Rawls’ idea is that institutions must be organized in such a 
way that social cooperation will encourage constructive efforts. Everybody 
has a right to his ’natural abilities and a right to whatever one becomes 
entitled to by taking part in a fair social process’.

A final remark should be made on the constraints that are put on the con
sequences of applying a theory of pure procedural justice. These constraints 
are incorporated in the two principles.

Among these constraints are, in Rawls’ words,

’the limits on the accumulation of property (especially if private property in

productive assets exists) that derive from the requirements of the fair value of 
political liberty and fair equality of opportunity, and the limits based on con
siderations of stability and excusable envy, both of which are connected to the 
essential primary good of self-respect’.62

These remarks will be important in connection with Macpherson’s critique 
of Rawls, to whose theory we now turn.

VI. C. B. Macpherson
With Macpherson we arrive at the left side of our continuum. In essence he 
has tried to show that the weakness of traditional liberal-democratic theory 
can be traced ’to its retention of the concept of man as infinite consumer and 
infinite appropriator: that concept of man is clearly inextricable from a con
cept of property’.63 Macpherson gives primary importance to access to the 
means of life and the means of labour, without which men cannot hope to 
realize their human potential.

VI.l. Macpherson argues that the meaning of property is not constant. The 
actual institutions and the way people see it, and hence the meaning they give 
to the world, all change over time.

’The changes are related to changes in the purposes which society or the 
dominant classes in society expect the institution of property to serve’.64

In modern market society changes in the concept of property are needed if 
the concept is to be made consistent with what Macpherson understands to 
be a democratic society. The modern view of property is ’an exclusive right 
of a natural or artificial person to use and dispose of material things (in
cluding land and resources’. This ’leads necessarily, in any kind of market 
society... to an inequality of wealth and power that denies a lot of people the 
possibility of a reasonably human life’.65 Therefore a democratic society must 
broaden the concept of property.66

’If liberal-democratic societies are to be the guarantors of rights essential to 
the equal possibility of individual members using and developing their human 
capacities, the individual property right that is needed is not the exclusive right 
but the right not to be excluded from the use or benefit of those things (in
cluding society’s productive powers) which are the achievements of the whole 
society’.67

The very nature of human beings, according to Macpherson, requires that an 
individual’s property is of two forms.
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’Property ... may take either or both of two forms: (a) an equal right of 
access to the accumulated means of labour, i.e., the accumulated capital of 
society, and its natural resources (with a consequent right to an income from 
one’s work on them); or (b) a right to an income from the whole produce of 
the society, an income related not to work but to what is needed for a fully 
human life’.88

It is Macpherson’s idea that property can only be seen as a necessary human 
right if its definition respects both these distinctions. Only in this broader 
sense does it not contradict the democratic concept of what is to be called a 
human right. And he adds: ’indeed, it then may bring us back to something 
like the old concept of individual property in one’s life, liberty, and capa
cities’.89

The traditional basis for property, as an exclusive, unalienable right to all 
kinds of material things, was founded in a particular conception of labour. 
The postulate was that a man’s labour was peculiarly his own (a point of 
view also found in Rothbard’s and in Nozick’s theories).

This labour justification of property was, according to Macpherson, re
produced uncritically in the history of liberal theory and became the biggest 
obstacle to the attainment of a truly democratic society.

One’s main property is still, for most men, one’s right of access to the 
means of labour; ’to see as one’s property a right to earn an income through 
employment is to see as one’s property a right of access to some of the 
existent means of labour, that is, to some of the accumulated productive re
sources of the whole society, no matter by whom they are owned’.70

Here we may note the strong element of social cooperation that underlies 
Macpherson’s ideas, stronger even than in Rawls’ theory. Why should the 
human right to a full life be seen at all as a property right? This is due to the 
fact that, still according to Macpherson, ’property’ plays such a central role 
in our present society that all rights which are not property rights are seen as 
secondary rights. Only if human rights are treated as property rights will they 
stand any chance of being realized.

If it is true that individuals have these rights, it is the state that creates 
them, and therefore the state that should intervene in the field of prevailing 
property rights.

VI.2. We now must ask how Macpherson sees the position to his right-side 
on the continuum. Has not Rawls, with his theory of justice, escaped the trap 
of bourgeois society and given the outlines of how a society in which every
one can realize a fully human life should be arranged?

In Macpherson’s opinion, he has not at all. He remarks that Rawls has 
’done a new service to political theory by sketching the lineaments of a har

monious society of fully human beings’.71 But Rawls’ mistake is that he wants 
to realize the liberal market freedom and the moral values of community at 
the same time. By doing this he has overlooked the fact that these are incon
sistent. Why? Because of ’the inherently exploitive nature of the market free
dom’.

This line of attack on Rawls’ theory becomes even more apparent when 
Macpherson turns to the basic structure as described by Rawls.

’[The] description of the basic institutions required for a just society are, 
except for one qualification Rawls inserts, in essence an advanced version of 
the current capitalist welfare state and regulatory state. The state intervenes to 
keep markets competitive, but the motor of the economy is the enterpreneur 
moved by incentives of gain. This is the classic capitalist welfare state’.72

We note that is is especially the moral nature of man, as conceived by Rawls, 
that Macpherson finds unacceptable; man’s inspiration fed by the incentive 
of material gain.

But what are the qualifications Rawls refers to? They lie in the repeated 
statement that in his conception it is not essential that there should be private 
ownership of the means of production; and that both a private-property 
economy and a socialist regime can satisfy his conception of justice.

In Macpherson’s opinon this statement shows that ’there seems to be an 
extraordinary confusion’, a confusion that ’increases when Rawls elaborates 
his notion of market society’.73

Before elaborating on this point I give a quotation from Macpherson in 
which he describes Rawls’ sketch of a just society. Nevertheless, it leads 
Macpherson to the conclusion that Rawls’ theory is one that fails to guarantee 
a human life to everyone.

Rawls’ just society is, in Macpherson’s words,

’an elaborated version of a capitalist welfare state, with an extensive set of 
regulators designed to ensure equality of opportunity, prevent monopolistic 
restrictions, guarantee a social minimum of real income, correct for ’the 
failure of prices to measure accurately social benefits and costs’ (R, 276), bring 
about reasonably full employment, prevent inequalities of wealth exceeding 
the limit at which they would jeopardize equality of opportunity and political 
liberties, and prevent one fairly small seotor controlling the preponderance of 
productive resources’.74

Rawls’ major shortcoming is not that he tries to show that a socialist system 
can meet the requirements of his principles of justice. It lies in the fact that 
he does not see that this can only be done by the rejection of exploitive 
property institutions, and not by a modification of the capitalist market
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system. Accordingly, as long as Rawls is unable to see the exploitative rela
tions inherent in capitalism he will be unable to recognize that justice in 
capitalism, however much regulated, should be any more difficult than in 
socialism.

Translated into models of society, this means that Rawls relies mainly on 
a reformed capitalist model, and is able to treat a socialist model as a possible 
modification because his socialist model embodies considerable elements of 
normal capitalist motivations. Above all, it is important that Rawls’ rational 
man is required to operate by the incentive of material gain.

VI.3. It has become clear in the foregoing pages that one of Macpherson’s 
central objections against Rawls is the fact that he also makes use of the 
market, although constrained by the basic structure of society. This fact alone 
is enough to reject Rawls’ position because in Macpherson’s eyes the market 
is always the object that makes it impossible to reach a genuine democratic 
society. As John Dunn has remarked:

’Macpherson is right to emphasize that when we proclaim our enthusiasm for 
liberal democracy we are in danger of forgetting or of leaving discreetly un
mentioned the fact that thus far an acceptance of liberal democracy has been 
accompanied by an acceptance - whether cheerful or resigned - of capitalist 
production’?5

However, he adds:

*What he fails to give adequate weight to is the perfectly rational basis for 
anxiety that a firm repudiation of the market may - in het realm of practice if 
not that of theory - also turns out to include a number of equally unadvertised 
concomitants in the package’.

This seems to be a correct argument against Macpherson. The central ques
tion that should be answered is: is the market indeed always an objectionable 
instrument, even in a socialist society? All I want to say here is that Mac
pherson’s attack on the market and his straight-forward identification of ’the 
market’ with ’capitalism’ is too simple a manner as a basis for outright rejec
tion of Rawls’ theory of justice.

VII. Property Rights, Morals and Markets
The welfare state in advanced industrial democracies is conceived as a type 
of state that pursues a guaranteed national minimum through intervention in 
market and property relations and which aspires to broaden market power

and to provide greater equality of life chances for all. The government inter
venes to give legal rights to all its members, especially to the least advantaged. 
Society is seen as obliged to provide support and the individual is entitled to 
that support as of right. The welfare state has created ’new property’, that is 
those welfare rights, which represent claims to public ’largesse’.78

In the discussion of our five political philosophers it became evident that 
all, with the exception of Macpherson, favour the market in ony way or 
another. We also have noted that, moving to the left-hand side of the con
tinuum, the degree of intervention in the market and property rights was in
creasingly seen as both necessary and legitimate, even to the point where the 
market itself should be abandoned.

In Rothbard case the prime reason for the support of a free-market 
economy is not utilitarian, but moral. The central thrust of his libertarian 
thought is opposition to any aggression against the property rights of in
dividuals in their own persons and against the material objects they have 
voluntarily acquired.

’It so happens that the free-market economy, and the specialization and 
division of labour it implies, is by far the most productive form of economy 
known to man, and has been responsible for industrialization and for the 
modem economy on which civilization has been built. This is a fortunate 
utilitarian result of the free market, but it is not, to the libertarian, the prime 
reason for his support of this system. That prime reason is moral and rooted 
in the natural-rights defense of private property ...’
And he adds: ’Fortunately, as in so many other areas, the utilitarian and the 
moral, natural rights and general prosperity go hand in hand’.77

It would lead us too far from our main argument to go into Rothbard pro
blematic remark about the favourable link between utilitarianism and natural 
rights. As will be remembered, the central libertarian axiom of Rothbard was 
the natural right to self-ownership. A just society provides maximum scope 
for self-ownership and hence it is unjust to transgress upon rights in any way. 
Here we want to ask if, indeed, it is a realistic assumption that the market 
will function in the way Rothbard assumes it does, without any central 
arbitrator or regulator, without a central institution to protect property rights. 
Is it a realistic assumption that police, legal systems, judicial services, law 
enforcement, prisons, etc. can be provided in a free market?

Rothbard answer is, of course, that these services should be provided in 
that way; moreover that there are some examples from cultural anthropology 
which show that it could be done. However, the relevant empirical question 
is: could state-formation not have taken place, even if it should not have 
happened? As North and Thomas, who view government mainly as an organ-
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ization that provides protection and justice in return for revenue, wrote in 
The Rise of the Western World:

’While we can envisage that voluntary groups might protect property rights on 
a narrow scale, it would be hard to imagine a generalized enforcement without 
governmental authority’.78

This is especially due to the fact that governments ’were able to define and 
enforce property rights at a lower cost than could voluntary groups, and 
that those gains became even more pronounced as markets expanded’.79

This is the reason why in Nozick’s theory a minimal central government is 
legitimate. For him a strictly limited set of near absolute rights constitute the 
foundation of morality.

Again, like in Rothbard’s case, the reasoning for the market is not a 
utilitarian one but rooted in the inviolable rights individuals have. It is the 
mechanism of the free market that supports individual freedom. The state - 
albeit minimal - can be defended on moral grounds (not to keep the market 
competitive) because it does not transgress upon individuals rights. On the 
contrary, the minimal night-watchman state is a state limited to protect per
sons against murder, assault, theft, fraud and so forth.

’People are choosing to make exchanges with other people and to transfer 
entitlements, with no restrictions on their freedom to trade with any other 
party at any mutually acceptable ratio’. (N, 186).

Rothbard and Nozick argue that if institutions violate rights, these institu
tions are unjustifiable, no matter how great their superiority may be in, for 
instance, producing happiness or alleviating pain. Both defend distribution of 
the social product through the market on the ground that this method does 
not violate rights. Alternatives such as government regulation of distribution 
in accordance with need, for instance, might do so. Both agree that market 
distribution is distribution in accordance with voluntary decisions of indivi
duals to buy or sell goods and services, while government distribution in

volves the government taking resources from some individuals by taxation, 
to give to others. Any distribution can result from the market. So far as 
justice is concerned this is all irrelevant; any distribution is just if it has arisen 
from an originally just position through transfers which do not violate rights.

If one disagrees with this defense of the market, one should argue against 
the theories of justice that are formulated by Rothbard and Nozick, and 
especially against the interpretation that they give to ’natural’ or ’inalienable’ 
rights.

Buchanan is in favour of a protective state, a state that enforces property

rights and contracts and that gives institutional guarantees for a workable 
competitive order and a productive state. In his view, Nozick’s ipinimal state 
is too minimal. However, he claims that his defense of a protective and a 
productive state is not based on any theory of justice. The analysis of the 
emergence of property rights is done in a ’positive’ way. Buchanan does not 
want to give a description of principles that should regulate a ’good’ society. 
That does not mean that he has not an opinion on what is to be labelled 
’good’: good is that which ’tends to emerge’ from the free choices of in
dividuals.

’It is impossible for an external observer to lay down criteria for ’’goodness” 
independently of the process through which results or outcomes are attained. 
The evaluation is applied to the means of attaining outcomes, not to outcomes 
as such’.80

He emphasises the procedure; the starting point is the struggle between un
equals and he defines as ’good’ the agreement on the outcome of that struggle. 
He places

’ultimate value on process or procedure, and by implication... define(s) as 
’’good” that which emerges from agreement among free men, independently of 
intrinsic evaluation of the outcome itself’.81

The outcome can only be evaluated through the means by which it has been 
attained, and in this case that is unanimous agreement. Any unanimous 
agreement is classified as ’good’. The reason for this argumentation lies in the 
- ethical - choice of Buchanan’s starting point for his analysis: the Hobbesian 
state of nature. (The choice of the Hobbesian state of nature as a starting 
point and not, for instance, a Rousseauean state of nature, is evidently based 
on the idea that individuals are self-interested utility-maximizers.)

The existing order (the outcome of some prior contracting process) has 
recently shown features of instability. A symptom of this instability is, ac
cording to Buchanan, that the productive state (for which we can read the 
welfare state) is making intrusions into the domain of the protective state. 
The result is that changes are made in the basic arrangement of society with
out the unanimous agreement of all concerned. How should these symptoms 
of instability be evaluated?

The use of any conception of justice for this evaluative purpose is out of the 
question. Such a conception cannot give direction to an eventual change of 
the existing legal structure (and in the distribution of property rights) because 
Buchanan wants
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’to the maximum extent that is possible to derive the logical structure of 
social interaction from the self-interested utility maximization of individuals 
and without resort to external norms’.82

The reason the existing order has lost its stability is that people believe that if 
they were back in the state of nature right now, there would emerge another 
natural equilibrium and, consequently, another distribution of property rights.

With Buchanan’s approach it is impossible to derive any set of ’universal’ 
or ’inalienable’ rights independently of the analysis of the emergence of 
property rights in the natural distribution. That means, independently of the 
distribution of power among individual persons.

In Buchanan’s view ’there has been relatively too much emphasis on the 
normative function of property’. One may wonder, however, if this ’positive’ 
theory about property rights makes sure that ’everyone counts for one, and 
for as much as any other’. If persons are defined by the rights they possess 
and one can get rights only by force, or, after the constitutional contract has 
been made, by gains from trade, some will count for much less than one!

In his economic analysis, contractual agreement is vitally important be
cause it represents the means by which bundles of property rights are ex
changed. Now, in the real world that Buchanan wants to analyse, the regula
tions pertaining to property rights are important in delimiting the welfare of 
the individual members of the system.

Everyone should count for one, and for as much as any other. How are 
we to assess this ’counting’ in view of the origin and distribution of property 
rights? By conceiving rights only as rights in the market-place it is difficult 
to see how his idea that free men should have free relations among each other 
can be realized. We think Buchanan’s analysis would have gained a lot if he 
had made a distinction between different kinds of rights. In the first place a 
distinction should have been made between, on the one hand, rights that are 
not to be obtained on a quid pro quo base and that recognise the equal worth 
of every citizen and, on the other hand, property rights. In the second place 
he should have recognised the complexity of property rights themselves. For 
instance, the right of ownership may be an exclusive right, but is it also an 
unrestricted right? Buchanan does not elaborate on such problems as to what 
one is allowed to do or not to do with one’s property rights except, of course, 
trading them.

It is clear from his whole analysis that his dilemma in the provision of 
public goods (and therefore of the role played by the productive state) is an 
efficient provision of these goods while avoiding a build-up of the central 
government. He is more afraid of Leviathan than of private power based on 
exclusive property rights. Especially, he is afraid of methods of redistribution

that place too much power in the hands of the productive state. That would 
make expropriation of owners possible without their consent, because un
animous agreement is not necessary for the activities the productive state 
undertakes. Redistribution activities are an example of unallowable coercion 
and therefore these activities are conceptually not possible, within Buchanan’s 
strict contractarian framework, in the realm of the productive state. To avoid 
intrusions into property rights by the productive state, bargaining (that 
should eventually result in unanimous agreement) is the only way by which 
the affluent can agree to a reduction of their property rights in return for a 

limit on state redistribution activities.
However, by defining rights only as economic assets, in which Buchanan 

follows the tradition of the New Political Economy and which is the conven
tional way to forestall an activist government, he leaves many problems un
answered. A foundation for rights other than the one given by Buchanan is 
the view that some ’goods’ are especially important to individuals because 
these enable them to fulfil their own plan of life and to reach self-fulfilment, 
and should for that reason, be recognised as rights.

Rawls’ theory can be seen as an example of this sort of justification of 
rights. In his view the starting point should be that men should be considered 
as moral equals. Like Buchanan, he recognises that people differ in their 
talents and capacities, but for Rawls these initial endownments of natural 
assets are arbitrary from a moral point of view. There is no moral sense in 
which talented people deserve their more favourable starting place in society. 
His two principles are a fair way of meeting the arbitrariness of fortune and 
can be seen as principles of redress. A distribution of property rights that is 
the result of force, and the use of one’s ability to grab what one can, cannot 
create an order that will be stable. And what is more: ’To each according to 
his threat advantage is not a principle of justice at all’. In his theory not only 
are laws and institutions necessary, but the background institutions of society 
should be in accordance with the - contractually derived - principles of 
justice. The just basic structure will comprise legal rules for the just acquisi
tion and transfer of property. Whatever rights to ownership of assets will be 
acceptable on the Rawlsian principles of justice, they will always be restricted 
so as to provide limits on the accumulation of property.83

This is due to the fact that in Rawls’ theory the goal is to:

’... encourage the wide dispersal of property which is a necessary condition, it 
seems, if the fair value of equal liberties is to be maintained’. (R, 277).

As for the market it will be remembered that Rawls is in favour of the market 

system:
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’A market system - given the requisite background institutions - is consistent 
with equal liberties and fair equality of opportunity. Citizens have a free 
choice of careers and occupations. There is no reason at all for the forced and 
central direction of labor’. (R, 272).

Moreover, a system of markets decentralizes the excersize of economic 
power; when markets are truly competitive, firms do not engage in price wars 
or other attempts at monopolistic power.

The idea of the welfare state is based on specific principles of justice. The 
core idea is that the state is responsible for the situation that individuals have 
the same right to a full and satisfactory life, that they can fulfill their own 
plan of life and reach self-fulfilment. There can be no doubt about the fact 
that of the five authors on the continuum, Rawls is the one that generates a 
case for the welfare state. Indeed, of the theories in question only his theory 
seems capable of providing a coherent normative justification of the welfare 
state.

Although we have gone a long way with Rawls from the absolute inviola
bility of property rights and a free market to a situation in which fair back
ground institutions are established that guarantee the human worth of each 
individual we have not, according to Macpherson, gone far enough. In his 
analysis it is especially Rawls’ model of man that makes his conception of 
justice unacceptable. The welfare state is still the democracy of a capitalist 
society, no matter how modified that society may be by the rise of the welfare 
state. Evidently, in Macpherson’s opinion, it can not create a humane society. 
The continuance of anything that can properly be called a liberal democracy 
should be a change to a participatory democracy. That requires, still accord
ing to Macpherson,

’a downgrading or abandonment of market assumptions about the nature of 
man and society, a departure from the image of man as maximizing consumer, 
and a great reduction of the present economic and social inequality’.84

Or, as he has formulated those requirements earlier on in the same book:

’a downgrading of the market assumptions and an upgrading of the equal right 
to self-development’.85

Macpherson’s arguments against the welfare state look like the oldest con
servative critique of the welfare state with its roots in the tradition of classical 
economics, in reverse. This critique asserts the interdependence of economic 
individualism and civil liberties: without lively free markets in goods, 
services, and labour, democratic liberties cannot flourish. In Macpherson’s

case it is the opposite: the ideological sanctification of the market has become 
the root of all evil, suggesting that the free operation of the market maximizes 
individual and social utility, whereas in fact in the present days class society 
it leads to exploitation. But, as stated before, the central question that Mac
pherson should have answered is whether in fact the market always is an 
objectionable institution. (Besides it should be remarked that, of course, also 
the welfare state has ’downgrated’ the market by removing whole areas from 
the market place, as for instance public health services.)

Macpherson might well agree that liberating man from economic exploita
tion, alienation and material dependence are necessary conditions for reach
ing a society in which members are equally free to realize their capabilities. 
However, one should be careful not to abandon the market too quickly as an 
institutional device in reaching these goals.86

First of all, the market is not a capitalist invention; it came into being and 
it developed concurrently with the origins and development of the social 
division of labour. On the other hand, one can agree with Macpherson that 
the specific form of wage labour and exploitation could not exist without 
market relations. However, abandoning the market might well make it impos
sible at all to reach a type of society valued by Macpherson. The consequences 
of such an abandonment are sketched by Selucky:

’If the market is abolished, the autonomy of economic units disappears. If the 
market is abolished, horizontal relationship (i.e. exchange) among economic 
units also disappears. If the market is abolished, the information coming from 
the consumers (demand) is either fully cut or at least quite irrelevant for 
producers. Then, the central plan is the only source of supplying producers 
with relevant information for decision making. If this is the case, the structure 
of economic system must be based on the prevailing vertical type of relation
ship (i.e. subordination and superiority), with decisionmaking centralised in 
the planning board, without any outside control of central decisions’.87

The market can be a useful device, even if one rejects capitalism. Macpherson 
rejects both, but hardly elaborates institutional devices necessary to reach 
his conception of a just society. For instance, he does not provide us with an 
elaboration of the institutional arrangements of property rights. His position 
is one at the extreme left of our continuum. However, such a position may 
not permit the emergence of a society which guarantees the equal right to 
self-development.

VIII. Concluding remarks
On the right-hand side of the continuum, liberty is defined as the right to
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protection against the state, particularly in the realm of property and econo
mic behaviour. Equality is only seen in a formal way as ’equality before the 
law’. It has no relationship whatsoever with the actual welfare of persons. 
This position is seen clearly in Rothbard’s and Nozick’s theories. Moving to 
the left along the continuum one should, however, be careful not to interpret 
this ’movement’ in the sense that the value ’equality’ is replacing the value 
’liberty’.88

When we move to the left, it is not equality instead of liberty that is 
pursued. These values are seen as more or less complementary and not as 
competitive. Indeed, not every ideal of equality constitutes a threat to liberty. 
Equality, instead of remaining a formal value in itself, is seen as a means to 
reach other values.89

In Rawls’ theory, for instance, equality is understood in a ’material’ or 
’distributive’ rather than in a formal sense. He is less interested in formal 
justice than in distributive justice: the equal possibility of everyone of ful
filling his plan of life.

We have noted that, the further we move to the right-hand side of the con
tinuum, the more we find that property rights are seen as inviolable, yet at 
the same time the resulting distribution (the outcome of the process of freely 
interacting individuals) is regarded as less and less of a problem. This is true 
whatever form this distribution may take! The assumtpion that there is a 
problem of distribution is, by the authors at this end of the continuum, con
sidered as the fundamental mistake of all those theories of justice whose 
basic concern is with the problem ’who ends up with what’.

The right-hand side of the continuum, and its implied inviolability of 
property rights, seems in particular to lack a convincing foundation of these 
rights and can easily lead one to think that at that end of the continuum 
nothing but an ideological defense of capitalist society is to be found. In 
Nozick’s and in Rothbards’ case the welfare state is inacceptable because of 
its subversion of the overriding value of personal liberty which is linked with 
private property rights. But in Buchanan’s eyes too the productive state 
makes unacceptable intrusions into persons’ rights, as these intrusions take 
place without unanimous consent.

These remarks should not be read to imply that, moving to the left, we find 
no ideological bias underlying the theories in question. On the contrary. 
Rawls’ theory, for instance, is embedded in the liberal tradition, and western 
democracies are his point of reference. As Pettit has remarked:

the society for which Rawls provides a theory of justice is Western democracy, 
particularly in its twentieth century form - WD, for short. Rawls appeals to 
our intuition when WD nicely sums up what we have in common. Also he
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takes as natural attitudes which, if not exclusive to WD, are at least character
istic of it’.90

With Macpherson we have reached a qualitatively different approach: pre
sent day capitalism associated with the welfare state, may indeed permit a 
great deal of state interference, but such interference leaves its essential 
nature unaltered. It remains capitalism as long as individualism has not been 
replaced as its central concept.

The suggested relation between a theory of property rights and a theory of 
justice is that if you have a theory of justice it not only implies a just distribu
tion but also gives an answer to the question how inviolable are property 
rights. A theory of justice and a theory of property rights will go hand in 
hand. A specific theory of justice will circumscribe the content of and the 
constraints on the related property rights.

No conception of property rights can stand on its own, in my opinion, 
without a well-founded theory of justice. Any criticism of a specific con
ception of property rights, must include criticism of the specific foundation 
of these rights and, therefore, of the related theory of justice.
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The (non-) assertion of welfare rights: 
Hirschman’s theory applied*

Freek Bruinsma

The contribution on the welfare state in the International Encyclopedia of 
the Social Sciences ends as follows: ’In any event, there are no signs, outside 
of marginal groups mostly centered in the United States, of a disposition to 
curb the welfare state. It rides the waves of the future.’1

A few years later that is no longer the case. Many economists are worried 
about the growing costs of the welfare state. Most welfare policies cost 
money. The number of welfare recipients entitled e.g. to unemployment ben
efits, disability claims, old age pensions is increasing, the costs of medical care 
are growing, and educational facilities are more extensively used than ever 
before. Can we afford a welfare state? - that is the leading question in the 
economics of the welfare state.

But the problem is not only one of costs. The very desirability of the wel
fare state itself is at issue. There is a widespread feeling that the welfare 
state is not of much value. It is said to be more a promise than a reality: it 
cannot fulfil its pledge to create a human society. The redistributive effects 
of welfare benefits are rather minimal. Serious doubts exist about the opera
tion of welfare institutions. Welfare politics impair the working of traditional 
and highly regarded political institutions. Parliament and other representative 
institutions have lost power to governmental bureaucracies and private in
terest groups. Moreover, the welfare state fosters an attitude of welfare 
consumerism in the public at large: nobody cares individually, since the states 
cares for everyone, from the cradle to the grave. The welfare state has in
troduced an explosive mechanism of rising expectations. At the same time 
there are rumours about welfare chiseling, and by exploiting this sense of 
discomfort some politicians succeed in unleasing a welfare backlash.

In short, there is growing criticism of the welfare state: it is said, that it 
does not work, that it is too expensive for what it does do, and too destructive,

* For comments on an earlier draft I am grateful to Guido Calabresi, Mauro 
Cappelletti, Marc Galanter, Albert Hirschman, Antonie Peters, Kees Schuyt, and 
Edward Wise.
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